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FDRP REPORT
Legal Aid NSW
Family Dispute Resolution
ATTENDING PARTIES
Name
File Number
Mother/wife/female partner
Lawyer
Father/husband/male partner
Lawyer
Independent Children's Lawyer
Other (specify)
Lawyer
Other (specify)
Lawyer
Interpreter(s)
Undertaking by FDRP
 hereby undertake to Legal Aid pursuant to  
section 60E (1) & (2) Legal Aid Commission Act 1979 that: 
1. I have advised all parties and their representatives about the confidentiality agreement and the ramifications of signing the document; and
2. The parties and their lawyers agreed to participate in an FDR session and abide by the terms of the confidentiality agreement, whether or not they had actually signed the document at the time of the conference. 
 
Confidentiality Agreement Forms:
were sent to FDR before the conference
were signed at the conference and I will forward them to FDR
are not yet signed by all parties
Date of Conference
Type of Grant
Cases Number
Part A - Issues in dispute
Part B - Structure of conference
Part C - Outcome
Part D - Duration of conference
Part E - Agreement
Outcome
Full agreement
ALL issues settled - on a permanent or interim basis
Partial agreement
SOME issues settled - on a permanent or interim basis, or issues narrowed 
No agreement
NO issues settled
Conference cancelled
- because
A party did not attend
See details in the report
It was not appropriate to continue
See details in the report
Were written terms of settlement drafted at the conference?
If yes, please attach copy
Was a parenting plan developed at the conference?
If yes, please attach copy
If terms of settlement or a parenting plan are yet to be prepared, who has undertaken to prepare them? 
Who will obtain consent orders?
or enter time
or enter time
Part F - Report
This report should include a summary of matters discussed at the conference, including BRIEF background facts, and an outline of any agreement reached (unless a copy attached).
 
Please do not disclose ANY details communicated in private session unless the party consented, (give details), or the information was also received in joint session. 
 
Enter report details
Enter further details
To continue go to Page 8
Part G - Recommendations on further aid - for legally aided parties only
Mother/wife/female partner
Give reasons in Part H
Give reasons in Part H
Father/husband/male partner
Give reasons in Part H
Give reasons in Part H
Would you consider mediation to be a good option for these parties in the future?
Comment - optional
Please provide the following information about your recommendations on legal aid funding:
  - details of any agreements, proposals or outstanding issues
  - your assessment as to whether the parties were genuine in attempting to negotiate an agreement
  - your assessment of any factors inhibiting negotiation
 
Also note other relevant information such as:
  - the age of the children
  - is contact to be reintroduced?
  - do the parties intend to undertake a parenting course or other action before the agreement takes effect? 
 
Enter Details 
Part H - Reasons for recommendations on legal aid funding
If you have recommended a second conference, please advise
Part I - Other issues identified - for data collection purposes
(Name)
(Name)
If you are issuing a (d) certificate, specify reasons.
c) Genuine effort to resolve issues
Part J - Type of certificate issued - for early intervention conferences only
Enter further details
Enter further details
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Family Dispute Resolution
PO Box K847
Haymarket NSW 1238
Confidentiality Agreement
I/we acknowledge and agree to the following:
 
I will do my best to use the conference as a genuine attempt to reach agreement
 
I understand it is very important that we all feel we can talk freely in the conference and therefore: 
1.  I will always keep what is said at the conference private and confidential
2.  I will not disclose to anyone anything said or done during the conference, or any information I receive during the conference, with the following exceptions:         
I may disclose the contents of any agreement reached or proposal made with any person who is likely to be directly affected by that agreement or proposal  if it takes effect;
I may disclose information which all parties at the conference agree may be disclosed; and
I may disclose the written record of any agreement reached at the conference for the purposes of having orders made in accordance with that agreement
3. I agree that evidence of anything said or done at the conference cannot be given in any legal or other proceedings at any time, including evidence related to:
anything said or done while anyone at the conference is talking about the dispute;
the willingness of anyone at the conference to consider any settlement proposal; and
any information prepared for the conference
4. I will not require the FDRP (mediator) or anyone employed by Legal Aid NSW to give evidence in any legal proceedings about anything concerning the conference
to protect the life or health of any person, or to protect property
to enable legal decisions to be made
because the information relates to a lawyer's or other professional's illegal act or improper conduct
to obey a court order or other law
to investigate a complaint
because all of the parties agree that the disclosure should happen
because the party who provided the information agrees disclosure should happen 
Your name
Your role
Date
5. I understand that in some situations, the FDRP may be required or authorised to disclose things said or done, or information received during the conference, for reasons including, but not restricted to, the following:
6. I understand that information relating to the conference can be provided for the purpose of research relevant to families, as detailed in Section 10H(5) of the Family aw Act 1975 (Commonwealth). I understand that any such information will be used in such a way that I will not be identified.
7. I understand that a qualified Family Dispute Resolution Practitioner (FDRP) or an employee of Legal Aid NSW may attend the conference for training purposes, and in that event the FDRP or employee who attends the conference must be a party to this agreement.
Certificate by family dispute resolution practitioner -- section 60I of the Family Law Act 1975 (Cth)
 
Dispute about matters that may be dealt with under Part VII of the Act between
state:
did not attend family dispute
resolution with me and the other party or parties to the proceedings, but that person's  failure to do so was due to the refusal, or the failure, of the other party or parties to the proceedings to attend.
in relation to
I,
(a)
resolution with me and the other party or parties to the proceedings because I consider, having regard to the matters mentioned in subregulation 25(2), that it would not be appropriate to conduct the proposed family dispute resolution. 
did not attend family dispute 
(b)
resolution with me, and all attendees made a genuine effort to resolve the issue or issues in dispute. 
 attended family dispute
(c)
parties to the proceedings, but did not make a genuine effort to resolve the issue or issues in dispute. 
attended family dispute resolution
(d)
dispute resolution with me and the other party or parties to the proceedings, but I consider, having regard to the matters mentioned in subregulation 25 (2), that it would not be appropriate to continue the family dispute resolution. 
began attending family 
(e)
(*Name of family dispute resolution practitioner)
(**Signature of family dispute resolution practitioner)
(Registration number)
(Organisation, if applicable)
(Date of certificate)
(Date of last attempted attendance at family dispute resolution for (a) or (b)) OR
(Date of last attendance at family dispute resolution for (c), (d) or (e))
*The family dispute resolution practitioner has the discretion to give, or not to give, his or her surname.
**The family dispute resolution practitioner has the discretion to sign, or not to sign, the certificate.
with me and the other party or 
About the family dispute resolution certificate form
This is a certificate made under Part VII (matters involving children), Section 60I of the Family Law Act 1975. Before you can make an application to the court for a parenting order, or to change an existing parenting order, you need to try family dispute resolution. Exceptions to this include where there is family violence, child abuse or the matter is urgent. If the dispute cannot be resolved using family dispute resolution, you will need a certificate from the family dispute resolution practitioner who helped you before going to court. This certificate needs to be filed with the court application. 
 
Who are the `parties'? The parties are the people who have a dispute about a child. Usually the dispute will be between ex-partners but sometimes might involve other people, such as grandparents. The parties to the dispute will be invited to attend family dispute resolution and their names will be put on the certificate even if they did not attend.
 
What are the `issues in dispute'? The issues in dispute are what people disagree about. For example ex-partners might disagree about where the child lives, how much time a child spends with each parent or where they should go to school. A brief description of these issues will be entered onto the certificate.
 
What is included under `name of family dispute resolution practitioner'? The practitioner's full name does not need to be included but the form does require the practitioner's `Registration Number'. Only Registered practitioners can issue 60I Certificates.
 
How does the practitioner decide whether (a) (b) (c) (d) or (e) is the right outcome?          The certificate shows the outcome of the attempted dispute resolution. The practitioner will fill in the parties' details against the most relevant category on the certificate. The choices are:
 
(a) One party to the dispute did not attend at family dispute resolution  
This means that both parties were invited to attend family dispute resolution but one party refused or failed to go. This meant the family dispute resolution could not go ahead. 
 
(b) The practitioner decided the case was not appropriate for family dispute resolution
Practitioners must not deliver family dispute resolution if they believe it would be inappropriate. Examples of matters which may mean family dispute resolution is inappropriate include: a history of family violence; a risk of child abuse; the safety of parties; the emotional, psychological or physical health of the parties or the ability of people to negotiate freely. 
When a practitioner believes a matter is inappropriate, family dispute resolution will not take place. 
 
(c) All parties attended and made a genuine effort to resolve the dispute 
This means all parties made a genuine effort during the dispute resolution process but were unable to resolve the dispute. 
 
It is up to the family dispute resolution practitioner to make up their mind if a person has made a genuine effort based on the individual circumstances. A practitioner might take into account, each person's willingness to join in discussions and make compromises. If you don't come to an agreement, it is not necessarily because you did not make a genuine effort. There can be many reasons why people have different views about an issue. 
 
A practitioner should not issue a certificate where parties come to an agreement in relation to the issues in dispute.
 
(d) All parties attended but one or both did not make a genuine effort to resolve the dispute
See (c) above for information about genuine effort. 
 
(e) The family dispute resolution started but part way through the practitioner decided it was not appropriate to continue. 
See (b) above for examples of situations where it might not be appropriate to conduct family dispute resolution.
 
What detail does the family dispute resolution practitioner provide about themselves on the certificate? Family dispute resolution practitioners must provide the registration number they are authorised to use, the organisation they represent (if applicable), the date they issued the certificate and the date of any previous attendance at family dispute resolution (if applicable). The family dispute resolution practitioner can choose whether or not they provide their surname or sign the certificate.
 
More information To find out about services and advice for families visit the Family Dispute Resolution page on Family Relationships Online at www.familyrelationships.gov.au or call the Family Relationship Advice Line on 1800 050 321 between 8am and 8pm Monday to Friday and 10am to 4pm Saturday (except public holidays). To find a Family Relationship Centre see Family Relationships Online or call the Family Relationship Advice Line.
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